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A Seasonal Acrostic
August, signals a time of

Unrest. A surge and flurry of change before
The next season arrives. The rush to the end of summer prior to the slow
Utopia of ripening autumn. When wooshing boots amongst crunchy crisp leaves,
Meandering along woodland lanes, through the falling golden confetti,
Never fails to delight heart and eye.

©KAH MacDonald
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Hello
I began writing this sitting on my bed, it was a
cold and grey Friday in July and we were having a power cut. Somewhat unseasonal but also
very serendipitous, as it meant I was able to unplug and do some undistracted writing, although I had a longing for homemade fruit cake
and a desire to make soda bread for lunch.
However, given the circumstances I had to make
do with soup and sandwiches and Mr B’s digestive biscuits. The power cut didn't last long,
and the electricity was restored early afternoon.
That morning signalled the start of a month of
joy and excitement, of planning, and ideas, and
listening to inspirational podcasts. This
switched off morning combined with a solitary
trip to the beach at Skipness the day before,
switched me back on again. I have no doubt
that I will crash as what goes up must come
down, but for now, I am grateful to be feeling
more like myself again, less the Anxious Aggie
or Pathetic Petunia I had been. It brought a home
to me something that I have known for a long
time, encouraged others to do, but rarely did
myself. Take time out. Take a day off. Do
something different. Be kind to myself. That
road trip to Skipness has been the first of several
days out now, even if sometimes they have an
additional purpose. I have started to do ‘Road
Trip Thursday's’. A day away from home,

away from the laptop, and going forward I’m
planning to keep it up. One day a week for a
trip, packing up a picnic basket with flasks full
of soup and tea, a tin of baking - I still have a
cheese scone obsession, & the rock cakes on page
35 are so quick to rustle up – a blanket for chilly knees or for sitting on, welly boots and waterproofs, and the dogs too. It might not be a
long trip, I might be on my own, Mr B maybe
with me too, but there will always be a different
dog walk, a woodland or beach not visited before,
or for a while, eyes settling on a different horizon. Mini holidays, midweek breaks, taking
time out, time off. Giving myself permission
(at last) to recharge and top up my energy &
creative mindset. Especially during autumn.
My most favourite time of the year.
Like many small businesses this year plans
made earlier in the year have turned to dust and
new ones have to be made to adjust to the new
normal. I have taken this opportunity to interview myself for Coffee with a Creative on page
18, and also the Support an Independent Business on page 24, and I hope that you will forgive
my presumptuousness.
Autumn brings the rain and the wind, but these
seem to have washed the dust of summer away
from my mind and a whirl of fresh ideas and
new schemes have blown in. Although I feel positive just now, it didn’t stop the Impostor
Syndrome voices from whispering in my
ears and I found myself listening to them.
On page 10 I’ve written about it and how rereading the feedback from the survey helped
me to overcome it and carry on with compiling this issue, even though it is later than I
meant it to be. The results of the survey are
on page 31, thank you to everyone for responding, it’s been very helpful. There’s
some news about the development of The
Needlesmith and the next issue on page 33.

I wish you all a happy and cosy autumn
full of bright crisp days and opportunities
to scrunch through the leaves.

Gathering up the first of the windfalls
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D i s c la im er & St a t em e nt
For reasons of transparency I wanted to add a statement here … to say that all the opinions in the Journal are my own!
The products I buy to try, books I read, podcasts I listen to etc & et al, are not ‘gifted’ to me, I am not sponsored or paid a fee by the
companies concerned, they are just things I have found of interest and want to share. If this changes I will let you know. When the
words aren’t mine I credit the author and link to the source.
All poems and short stories are written by me, unless otherwise credited.
All the Quick Make patterns are my own designs, and I share them in good faith, ditto the recipes, I will credit the original source,
when I can, but most will have been tweaked and amended/improved by me. (The original writer may not want to be associated with
it any longer!)
Images are mostly my own, company product pictures, or I have been given permission to use them, very occasionally I might use
photographs from a royalty free website following their guidelines.
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The shaggy ink cap Coprinus comatus, also known as lawyer's
wig, judge’s wig or shaggy mane, is a common fungus often
seen growing on lawns, along gravel roads and waste areas.
The young fruit bodies first appear as white cylinders emerging from the ground, then the bell-shaped caps open out.
Edible especially when young but should be cooked before
eating. If you use them when they are on the turn you’ll dye
everything you’re cooking them with black.
Fun fact ... You can make ink to write or draw with from the
shaggy inkcap. Harvest half a dozen mature fungi and leave
in an open dish for 12 hours or so whilst the fungi leak the
ink. Strain then mix the ink, with a little water and a few
cloves then heat. This process will help to fix the ink and
stop it fading and running when you use it.

There are lots of toads
out on the roads
Who haven't learned their Green Cross Code
Please drive carefully around and not over them!

Never will they
Ever
Will they never learn
The green cross code and
Stay safe.

Same goes for newts too but not so easy to rhyme
'newt' with 'road' but give them a toot to get them
moving. I regularly assist toads, frogs and newts
across the lane when I take the dogs out for their
evening perambulations. Then in the morning when
the late night party goers are to be found lying freckly bellies upwards and somewhat squished, I feel
dreadful and swear to take a bucket out with me so
that I can bring them home to the garden where as
we are hedgehog and hen-less they should be safe,
safe-er anyway. If they survive the attentions of
their many predators including the car, they can be
pretty longlived. And if the important bits don’t get
squished, they have the extraordinary ability to regenerate various parts of their body; toes, feet, tail, if
required. There are three species of newt in Scotland:
the smooth, palmate and the great crested. The palmate is the commonest type found in Scotland and
are mostly the ones I find in the lane, but smooth You might remember Nigel & Norbert Smooth Newt,
newts are also fairly common like the ones I fish out from Issue 3.
of the water tank up the hill.
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The washing up trials ….

In my last Ecovibe order I bought some dish washing
soap. It comes in a paper wrap, is made in the UK,
and smells like you've just zested a lemon. It doesn't
foam in the waterlike liquid does but by rubbing it
on a sponge, just like you would in the bath, is possible to create some good suds. (Although it’s not the
bubbles that clean the dishes). It seems to be very
good for dishes that aren't too dirty, but it's not so
good at cutting through grease on a baking tray. I

How your drop in the ocean can help...
In 2018 I bought a box of ‘Who gives a Crap’ loo roll,
80 something loo rolls in a big box, individually paper wrapped, no plastic, recycled-paper paper, but
the quality/feel wasn’t very good. So I when I
bought a second box we tried the ‘Premium’ bamboo
paper rolls. Better paper, but I'm not keen on bam-

resorted to a squirt of Ecover
cream cleaner for that one.
Mr B finds it a bit difficult to
use, as his hands don't work
very well, so he's voting for a
return to washing up liquid.
As a result, we're giving BioD
a try out just now. It comes
in a plastic bottle, made from
recycled plastic and we can
get it refilled locally, it makes
bubbles and cuts through the
grease on plates, though I
haven't tried it on a sausages
baking tray yet. Made in the
UK, the fragrance free one
really is, it doesn't smell of
anything.
Also comes in
Lavender and Pink Grapefruit. www.biod.co.uk

boo. (Like many
good ideas people
have jumped on
the
bandwagon
and now areas of
rainforest is being
decimated for single crop bamboo growing. Do be careful about where
your bamboo products originate.)
80 odd rolls take up a lot of space, however funky the
wrapping and the boxes are. I became even less keen
on them when I discovered it was it was an Australian company, making in, and shipping from, China.
It meant that my loo roll had travelled far too many
miles for my conscience. Consequently, I was delighted to find Oceans Plastic Free loo roll. It can be purchased as a one off or you can subscribe to it and
control how often it is delivered. Just like my deodorant, toothbrush, laundry wash, as well as the
magazines. They come in boxes of nine, an order is
of 27 or 45 rolls, and they aren’t individually
wrapped. Really nice to use, made in the UK from
FSC 100% sustainable paper sourced from the UK,
and supports the Marine Conservation Society.
£14.99 for 27. www.oceansplasticfree.com/
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Peat burning v’s wood burning

carbon sinks on the planet. Burning peat releases that
carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere.
Peat for use in plant compost, and for burning (about
700,000 tonnes a year) is still produced in the UK, although most of the demand is now being met by imports
from Ireland, and around 7% comes from Baltic nations. The peat problem hasn’t gone away; it’s just been
passed to other countries, where peatlands should also
be protected, an example of our ‘out of sight, out of
mind’ mentality.

More of us are working from home now and many may
be switching the heating on during the day or perhaps
lighting the fire earlier than usul. We’ve reached that
time of year when we start lighting the fires and woodburners. Is there anything cosier and more hygge than a
lit fire in the hearth? However, do watch what you’re
burning.
Peat is composed mainly of wetland vegetation: mainly
bog plants including mosses, sedges, grasses, and shrubs.
As it accumulates, very slowly at the rate of about one
millimetre per year, the peat holds water, this gradually
creates wetter conditions that allow the area of
wetland to expand & trapping carbon dioxide.
For many years there has been a drive to reduce the amount of peat used in garden compost. Passionately opposed to the use of peat,
Gardener’s World hero Geoff Hamilton was
one of the early campaigners in the 1980’s, for
the reduction in the use of peat in gardens and
the sale of peat compost in garden centres, because extracting it endangers natural habitat.

Under pressure, water is forced out of peat,
which is soft and easily compressed, and once
dry can be used as fuel. In many countries,
including Ireland and Scotland, peat was traditionally stacked to dry in rural areas and used for cooking and domestic heating. The traditional hand cutting
and management of peat stacks and areas around crofts
and cottages was a vastly different way of harvesting
peat compared to today’s mechanical stripping of the
land. It has taken ten’s of thousands of years to create a
peat bog but it takes just days to destroy vast swathes.
This large-scale removal of peat from bogs in Britain
and Ireland is destroying one of our most precious wildlife habitats. We don't have lush rainforests in the UK
and Ireland. The peatlands are our rainforests. And, like
rainforests, we are busy destroying them. They are internationally significant nature hotspots and vast carbon ‘sinks’. In fact, peatland is one of the five major

Thanks to campaigning, the mainstream use of peat is
declining. The unnecessary use of peat is still too high
though, especially as there are more sustainable, ecological, and economical alternatives. With so many substitutes available there really is no excuse for using peat
anywhere, be it garden or fireplace.
In the garden use bark, wood fibre, coir (coconut fibre),
biosolids, bracken and green composts.
For burning, the best wood to use is properly seasoned
hardwood. It is important to use only dry wood, containing 20% moisture or less. However, burning kiln
dried wood – wood that hat been dried over four or five
days in electric kiln –
is not an ecological
option.

One good alternative is
HotMax Fuel Logs. Made from the waste materials wood dust and particles - from the manufacture of wood
shavings for dust free horse bedding, the dust is compressed into ‘logs’ and sold in 20kg recyclable plastic
bags and 10kg paper bags. They are incredibly easy to
light, especially with wood wool firelighters. We’ve used
these for a good few years now. Apx £7 from Harbro
Farm Stores. www.hotmax.co.uk
I’m looking forward to trialling some Coffee Logs. Made
from coffee grounds removing coffee waste from landfill,
each log is made from the grounds of around 25 cups of
coffee. I will let you know how we get on. www.biobean.com
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#ourrainbowlives Project Update
This project was a success and people obviously had
a whole lot of fun gathering up coloured items from
around the house and even sending their daughters
to do it. Here are just a few examples of the lovely
pictures I received during the project .

I'm going to be creating them into book shortly but
there's still time, if you’ve been inspired by these
and want to send your contributions then you have
until the end of October to get them into me. A big
thank you to all who have taken part.
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Imposter Syndrome
Who do you think you are? This is such a vanity project.
Why should anyone want to read what you have to say?
Imposter Syndrome (IS), is the term used to de-

things?’ ‘Why does my opinion matter to any-

scribe the psychological phenomenon of intense

one?’ ‘Who are you to run a group/write a book/

feelings of self-doubt to the extent where people

teach a class?’ Having had an almost crippling

feel like a fraud, was identified in 1978 by Amer-

bout of this as I neared the end of compiling IS

ican psychologists Pauline Clance and Suzanne

edition of The Needlesmith, I began to read

Imes. They believed then that IS only affected

more about it in an effort to see how it manifests

women, but subsequent research has shown that

in others and how to get through it.

men are also affected. However, women tend to

When you feel like an impostor, one of the hard-

be more susceptible because they produce less

est things to hang on to is how much of a role

testosterone aka the ‘confidence hormone’.

you have in your own success. IS often mani-

Women are also more likely to admit to having

fests itself as a voice in our heads, berating us

IS whereas men keep it quiet.

with negative messages “you're not smart

IS is pretty common: Researchers believe

enough” and “you're a fraud”, “who do you

that up to 70% of us have suffered from it at

think you are?” Drowning out the smaller, shy-

Nobel Laureate Maya Angelou once said: "I have written eleven books, but each time I think, 'uh oh, they’re going
to find out now. I’ve run a game on everybody, and they’re going to find me out.' "

one point or another, although knowing that

er voice that tells you that you are doing a good

does not make it any less damaging to a person's

job and to not forget all the achievements that

confidence, activities or career growth. It is of-

are due to your hard work.

ten considered to be the domain of the high

Negative self-talk is a bad habit, and it can have

achiever and perfectionist. Whilst I don’t con-

a bearing on stress and anxiety levels.

sider myself either a high achiever or a perfec-

‘simple’ answer is to be kind to yourself. A man-

tionist, it doesn’t stop me from thinking – ‘This

tra that is bandied around the social media

is a vanity project.’ ‘Who am I to write these

channels regularly in one form or another. We

The
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Arianna Huffington of Huffington Post has admitted to feelings of self-doubt. During an interview,
she said “The greatest obstacle for me has been the voice in my head that I call my obnoxious
roommate. I wish someone would invent a tape recorder that we could attach to our brains to
record everything we tell ourselves. We would realize how important it is to stop this negative self
-talk. It means pushing back against our obnoxious roommate with a dose of wisdom.”

should be kind to ourselves on so many levels,

credible things; I’m confident in myself and my

and perhaps more so in the current pandemic

abilities; I can achieve anything I put my mind to;

ridden/economic recession/environmentally criti-

I love myself; I believe in myself and my abilities;

cal/social unrest/world-about-to-implode uncer-

I have the power to accomplish everything I need to

tain times that we are living through. Kindness

do today...

is highly underrated and really a subject for an-

If these don’t fit or sit comfortably with you,

other day, we should be kind to everyone/

write some that you feel more comfortable with,

everything, being kind to/with ourselves isn’t a

just make sure that they are strong, positive,

bad place to start. Taking time to "Be kind to

and powerful phrases.

oneself" has been proven to aid both mental and

One of the common suggestions in the articles

physical health. Changing the way you talk to

I’ve been reading about IS, is to help show your-

yourself in your head by practicing positive self-

self you are doing well. Keep a track of the posi-

talk, can help you become less stressed and anx-

tives/wins/successes/good feedback, in a file or

ious, and it can also help build confidence and

document.

courage. Psychologists have found that repeat-

lovely and supportive comments from the sur-

ing affirmations can improve stress and anxiety

vey helped me to ‘get over myself’ to ‘get a grip’

too. Even though it can feel awkward and a bit

and carry on writing the magazine.

weird, try saying affirmations out loud, as re-

Sharing your thoughts and experiences with

peating positive statements can build a bridge

someone else can also make you better equipped

into your subconscious mind, which will filter

to deal with your impostor syndrome. Get a hold

into your conscious mind. It can filter out into

on IS before it gets hold of you. Talking to a

the wider society too.

mentor, or supportive friends will help you to do

Simple affirmations include: I am worthy; I am

that and will help to build your self-confidence

enough; I am talented; I’m proud of myself and my

up.

achievements; I have the power to do the most in-

And remember, you are not alone in this.

Certainly reading back over the

Lady Gaga said “I still sometimes feel like a loser kid in high school
and I just have to pick myself up and tell myself that I’m a superstar
every morning so that I can get through this day and be for my fans
what they need for me to be."
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A capacious messenger, or weekend bag, with lots
of pockets made from a pair of trousers!
You will need the following pieces:
1x front, 1 x back, 1 x flap, 1 x flap lining, 1 x gusset, 1 x shoulder strap

Cut the legs off the trousers. Cut straight up the middle of the ’shorts’ to remove back
seam and front zip & button. Open out. These pieces are the front and back of the bag
Then cut out the thickest seam from the legs and open flat. From one leg, cut the flap,
this needs to be as wide as the body pieces; the side gusset piece apx 6cm wide; and the
two strap pieces apx 12cm wide, if the trousers are wide enough or 6cm wide from the
trousers and another strip 6cm wide from the lining fabric.
Cut a piece of lining fabric for the flap which needs to be apx 6cm longer than the flap.
Use a small plate or saucer to round off the corners of the front & back pieces and the
flap.
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To make up the body of the bag
First pin the gusset strip to the front and
back pieces, pin and stitch together.
As this bag isn’t lined, using a zigzag
stitch, sew the seam edges together, to
prevent fraying.

Sew the strap pieces together end to end. Open out and iron seam flat.

Then fold the edges of the strap in, press
to crease.

Then fold in half, wrong sides together and
pin.
Top stitch along both edges.
If using a lining piece, sew pieces together along one long side right sides together,
then open out and fold along the seam. Fold in the opposite edge then top stitch as
before.

Sew the lining and flap piece together, with right
sides together, pin and stitch, leaving the top
open.
Turn the right way round, press, pin then, top
stitch around the edge.
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To attach the flap to the body: With right sides together, fold the lining back, pin the
outer flap to the top edge of the back, and stitch along the top edge.

Fold the lining down over the back seam, then stitch so that the sewing line runs
along the bottom seam of the waistband.

Attach the handle
securely to the side
of the bag.
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Readers letters
It’s hard to put into words how much I appreciate getting feedback about the Journal, hearing where you’ve been reading it and what you’ve enjoyed in particular that season, here are a few of the emails I received after the last edition
came out.
Dear Kate
Another fabulous newsletter and journal Kate! It get's
better every time! Thanks for the mentions of SbM and
Tuminds, much appreciated. Nice to see the comments
of the sellers!
RL by email
Dear Kate
Thanks so much for your latest Needlesmiths blog. So
full, interesting and diverse. However, what is this
about feeling guilty. I can understand frustration and
even boredom but why on earth should you feel guilty ?
Your life is full, productive and encouraging. You are
so talented and such a lovely person. Thank you for
sharing so much and I hope your faith will strengthen
you in the coming days.
LM by email

Hi Kate
What a delight when I opened this e-mail. All the material is
very interesting. Lots of talented people.
Love the rainbow hearts. What a lovely gift they would make
for friends at this time, particularly those alone.
I have also just ordered the Beekeepers Promise as I am very
short of reading material now.
Well done for all this hard work.
I will download the previous issues.
MG by email
Dear Kate
Just beautiful dear Kate...hope that you have a wonderful
summer and keep the creativity going it is so inspiring. I am
going to get the book that you recommended, it sounds just
wonderful!!!
CM by email

The planning for a new project is underway ….

I’m keeping much of this under my
hat for the moment, but … if you
are a woman who runs their business, or hobby, in a shed, caravan,
poly tunnel, or other interesting
space that isn’t in the home, please
do get in touch and let me know.
More on this in the next issue.
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A short story

Rory & Morag

large Aspidistra stood in the window blocking Megs view so
she concentrated on spreading thick homemade marmalade
on her toast.
~ * ~

Stepping off the bus Meg caught her cape on the door handle
pulling the button off. Grimacing she bent down to retrieve
it and put it in her pocket. As she walked up the high street
to find the drapers to get the navy wool she would need for
her repair, she looked at the church clock to check the time.
She needed to find the guest house she was staying in soon
and quickened her pace. After making her purchases she
followed the directions she had been given to the small guest
house.
That evening once she had unpacked her case Meg remembered that she had to sew the button back on. Collecting
what she needed she sat down in front of the fire. Rummaging in the sewing box at her side, she found a needle, threaded it and sat back, holding the cape towards the lamp and
started to sew. The repair was completed in moments and,
satisfied with her handiwork, she hung her cape in the wardrobe.
Meg looked about her at the cosy room, checking the heavy
curtains were tightly closed against drafts. Mrs McCallum,
her new landlady, seemed to be kindly. She had bustled
about Meg with tea and fresh scones when she’d arrived.
Talking all the while, welcoming her to the town, asking a
dozen questions.

His eyes glowed, as large and round as saucers. Rory thrust
his fingers deeper in to Morag’s long, coarse blond hair as
she started to walk. A strange rolling gait, heavy footed,
ponderously swaying, Rory held his breath in delicious terror. He clung on tighter as the large beast’s hooves slipped
on the stones in the mud. Rory’s legs stuck out over the old
cows vast flanks, bouncing lightly as her bulk swung with
each step.
“You alright there lad?” Angus’ deep voice broke the silence “Had enough yet?”
“Oh no” Rory’s face was flushed pink with cold and the excitement of his ride on this unconventional mount
“Well, I think we’d best turn back before Morag kicks up
her heels and carries you off to the Bogles. And I happen to
know Granny has cherry cake for tea and there’ll be hell to
pay if we’re not back in time to eat it.”
“Bogles?” Rory’s eyes grew even rounder at the thought of
Bogles. Gently his grandfather turned Morag around and
they retraced their steps down the field.
After tea Rory slipped out of the sitting room to find Morag
for another ride. After a while Angus stood up to look

Dropping the front of the grate down Meg pushed the little
milk pan towards the heat. She had been touched when Mrs
McCallum had brought up the makings for her supper on a
tray, the tin of cocoa, glass sugar bowl and milk in a flowery
jug. Meg was looking forward to getting in to the high bed,
piled with blankets and a floral quilt. She changed in to her
flower sprigged, flannel nightdress, and caught the milk as it
came to the boil, pouring it on to the cocoa powder and sugar stirring quickly. Putting the saucepan on the hearth she
banked up the fire, put the guard in place and took her mug
to the bedside table. She switched off the standard lamp
leaving only the little light beside the bed and the glow from
the fire to illuminate the room. Meg sat against the pillows
watching the shadows thrown by the fire leap against the
unfamiliar walls. Sipping her cocoa she relaxed to the gentle
tick of the clock, and felt herself becoming drowsy, moving
down under the covers, wincing at the chill of the linen
sheets, she drew the quilt round her shoulders and slept.
The next morning Meg woke early, and went downstairs for
breakfast. Mrs McCallum met her at the foot of the stairs
with a stream of questions though without waiting for any
answers hustled Meg into the dining room. Meg found the
table laid for one and sat down. Mrs McCallum came back
bringing with her a bowl of porridge, a fat brown teapot and
a rack of toast placing it all in front of Meg. Assuring Mrs
McCallum that this was plenty, Meg started on the porridge.
As she ate Meg looked around, at the paintings hung on the
walls, mostly landscapes of distant misty mountains. On
the mantle piece stood a vase of late bronze chrysanthemums and next to that a clock and china figurine of a shepherdess. It was a dim room with thick velvet curtains. A
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through the parlour window to see if he could see what was
making the barking collie so excited. She was prancing
about in front of the gate, rushing towards the house before
returning to the gate; over and over she retraced her steps.
“Jess is mithered, I’ll take a look. I wonder what mischief
Rory has got himself in to.”
He pulled on his wellingtons, cap and coat, and going into
the yard, called to the dog to quieten.
“Now then, Jess, that’s enough, what’s happened here?”
Angus drew a sharp breath has he saw a bright red heap at
the edge of the field. Swinging himself over the gate he
raced towards it. Scooping the lad into his arms Angus
strode back to the farmhouse calling to his son and wife.
“Looks like Rory had a fall, he’s banged his head, he’s unconscious. We need to take him down to Cameron’s.”
Rory’s father, Simon, rushed across to the old Ford truck to
get it started. Mhairi went to get a blanket to wrap around
the child.
~ * ~
Meg had liked Dr Cameron when they’d first met. He reminded her of her father, of medium build he had sandy
brown hair threaded with grey. Tweed jackets, with baggy
pockets from myriad of things they held, patched at the elbows. His wife Mable had met her at the door, a smiling face

welcoming Meg to the house. A small child hid his face in his
mothers’ skirts peeping around her legs at the new arrival;
his bigger sister shyly lisped a hello.
Dr Cameron had hardly had time to show Meg around when
he was summoned to the telephone, apologising he left the
room. He came back in to the room explaining that he was
called out. He caught up his stethoscope and pipe shoving
each into a pocket and reached for his bag.
He left calling “Make yourself at home, have a look around.
Mable will answer the phone.” Meg decided to do as he said;
straightening her apron and fixing her cap pins in her curls
she opened the door and went down the passageway.
~*~
Rory stirred, opening his eyes. His father brushed a lock of
hair across his forehead and Rory winced as fingers brushed
the bruise.
“Well young man, what were you up to? Riding Morag
again? Did she tip you off?”
Rory started to shake his head, then nodded, eyes cast down.
“Well you won’t be riding her again for a wee whiley now
laddie.” His grandfather rumbled from the corner of the
room. Rory looked around in surprise.
“We had to bring you down to see Dr Cameron” Simon said,
“It is quite a bump you had. Nurse Meg bandaged your
knees and Dr Cameron wants to keep you in over night.”
Rory’s eyes filled with tears.
“Now, now young man we’ll have none of those,” said Meg’s
gentle voice. “I’ll be here to look after you.” Warm fingers
lifted his wrist as she checked his pulse. “It’s quite a scare
you gave everyone, but you’ll be fine and ready to ride
Morag again in no time at all.”
“Only when your Grandfather’s there mind,” said his father
sternly. Rory nodded meekly.
Angus pushed himself upright “It’s time we were making
tracks Simon; your mother will be wanting to know what
has happened to her precious grandson.” He bent over to
look at the small boy in the big bed “Nurse Meg here will
take good care of you and we’ll be back tomorrow. Now go
to sleep, no playing Nurse Meg up!”
Simon smiled at the girl standing by the side of his sons’ bed.
She returned the smile, blushing slightly.
“He’ll be fine; I’ll make sure of that. Will you tell his mother?”
His smile faded “His mother died a few years back; it’s just
me and him.”
Flustered Meg apologised and Simon smiled at her again.
Looking in to the large brown eyes it occurred to him, now
that he wasn’t distracted by worry, she was very attractive.
He turned following his father out of the room, raising his
hand in farewell. He wouldn’t mind coming back tomorrow
and hoped she would be on duty.
~ * ~
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Coffee with another creative
For this last free version of The Needlesmith I

discovered that their teabags contain plastic, but it’s

thought I would interview myself for both the inter-

not always possible. I really want to try PG Tips new

views. I hope you’ll forgive my presumptuousness.

plastic free teabags when I can find them.

It’s by way of introducing myself to some new readers
and to let you know about the changes to Needlesmiths that are taking place. It’s been a year of seesawing thoughts and feelings, of making one decision
and then changing it, or having to change it due to

And a piece of cake. A good natter with friends always needs lots of tea and pieces of cake.
Tell us a little bit about your business, what you do &
where you work.

events out of my control, both on the world stage and

I’m a textile artist specialising in painted fabric with

personally.

stitch detailing, a lampshade maker, and until the
Coronavirus pandemic I taught sewing and creative
textile skills to adults and children.
When I’m painting or sewing or otherwise creating
something with my hands (and usually a mess), I’m
in my studio ‘up the hill’ on my parent’s hill farm.
Formally a self-catering holiday cabin built on the
footprint of a static caravan, with a large decking area and a view of fields and hills. I sew in a bedroom,
and paint in the kitchen. The sitting room has boxes
and boxes of fabrics and lampshade supplies, drying
racks and a tall work bench, there is a sofa in there
somewhere, Rosie dog is usually to be found curled up
there, when she can find a corner. At the start of the
year I had begun to develop a creativity mentoring

Where are we meeting & Why here?

business strand to Needlesmiths, helping new busi-

By the sea – just about anywhere you fancy. There is
nothing I like more than being by the sea, in any and
all weathers, and I don’t mind if it is pebbly or sandy.
Given the opportunity and a flask of tea and I can sit
and watch the nothingness for hours.
What will you have?
Tea – always tea, just ordinary with milk, or sometimes weak & black. Since developing a condition
called Burning Mouth Syndrome I can no longer
drink coffee. Preferably Scottish Blend loose tea, I’ve
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nesses develop their social media, websites

and blogs and offering creative activity
afternoons.

Then we went into Lock-

down. Lockdown made me stop for the
first time in over 15 years. Proper stop.
And I promptly fell apart. I didn’t do
stop. I only do pedal-to-the-floor & juggle
plates.

I’ve spent a lot of the last six

months with very little income and no

idea what to do with the business, if I had
a business, and at times, even if I wanted
to have a business.

My mental health

took a bit of a dive and it was a while before I could
do anything creative or see a clear path. With galleries and outlets closed there were no sales of the
lampshades that were on shelves. Towards the end of
last year, I was becoming disillusioned with making

things ‘for stock’, just making more ‘stuff’. I’m unable to run workshops due to social distancing regulations and the need to keep nearest and dearest safe but
also realising that I’m not missing running them, just
now anyway.
So that's what I'm not going to be doing, what I AM
going to be doing is taking commissions, making bespoke lampshades & artwork that I know is wanted

and will be loved. Developing the magazine to reach a
wider readership. To write more, short stories, poems,
to create the Our Rainbow
Lives book and to finish
my novel. That's what I'm

on elsewhere.
What are you working on at the moment?
I’ve already started to work on the Winter 2020 edition of The Needlesmith as it will be the first issue to
be available on subscription. Going out with the subscriptions is a limited-edition calendar, so on my studio table at the moment are the first sketches for the
paintings that will illustrate it. Twelve new seasonal
images. Plus a range of printed cards and two designs
for Christmas cards.
I’m also working out what Needlesmiths will be going
forward. Along with many other self-employed people
who have been affected by the Coronavirus pandemic,
I’ve spent a lot of time working on working out what
to do! I have a big new idea
that is brewing nicely, but is
a secret for now.

going to be concentrating

And with my other hand is

on, at least for the rest of

the development of a new

this year. One of the joys

website…

of working for oneself and

Do you have a favourite tool or

having a lot of different

material?

interests, is that it can be
changed, and I am able to
react to whatever is going

I turn the edges on my
lampshades with a discarded
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(Continued from page 19)

produced pens and have just ordered some made from

PLS – a plastic manufactured from plant material
piece of operating theatre medical equipment. It has a that will compost. I’m excited to try these and will let
flat handle with a hook on the end. It’s beautifully you know how I get on.
balanced and the hook is at exactly the right angle for
tucking in the edges of the fabric but I have no idea
what it is, or how to get another.

We’re coming into Autumn now, what are you most looking forward to?
Kicking through (hopefully) dry leaves, chilly evenings and digging out thick jumpers, drinking spiced
hot chocolate on winter picnics.
Painting

the

pictures

for

my

new

calendar.

And writing.
What is inspiring you?
This season inspires. Autumn always lights my fires,
and sparks new ideas. I loathe summer, and wait all
year for autumn. I write a lot more too and my intention is to write even more than usual in line with my
new book plans
Living on the west coast of Scotland I am surrounded
Mr B used to work in anaesthetics in operating theatres and would occasionally bring odd bits home that
were damaged or unusable for some reason. We have a
collection of ‘second hand’ hips and knees, and some
weird looking tools too. He can’t remember what it is

by both the sea and hills. Mountains rise majestically
in the far distance and we are treated to Caribbean
tangerine sunsets where islands float inky black in orange seas reflecting the sky, and clouds are tinged
pink. It is these moments that I love trying to capture

called, and I am terrified that I will lose or break it as
I’ve no idea where to get another one from. In emergencies, when I have laid it down somewhere ‘safe’ and
can’t remember where, I use an old-fashioned butter
knife to push the fabric in. It is nowhere near as satisfactory and takes twice as long as using my hook.
For writing it’s just a blue Bic biro, just the cheap
ones as I like the flow of ink and, as I press down quite
hard on the paper, I don’t break the nibs. I usually
write long hand and then type up or dictate on to the
computer. Dictating to Word is very quick and easy.
I am aware that Bic pens are not the most sustainably

(Continued on page 21)
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Soft cosy slippers

A seasonal word

Baffies

Foosty
Fusty, musty, mouldy

Have you heard?
Thinking Allowed : Rummage & waste. A really interesting
discussion on the social history of recycling (it’s not a new
phenomena) and an examination of the meaning of waste.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000kpvp

PODCAST: Nature & Nourish with Becky Cole.

Open Country - a dawn walk
I caught this by accident and I’m so
glad I did. Wildlife filmmaker John
Aitchison was born and brought up
in Mid Argyll and lives locally. Here
he takes us for a walk around the
coast line just steps away from his
home. He tells about the sea otters
he sees as he walks, as well as porpoises and white tailed eagles.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000l263

Nature and Nourish is a podcast by mother, artist
and farmer's wife Becky Cole. Based on an ethical
farm in Northern Ireland this podcast is for anyone
craving a more natural, nourishing way of life and a
slice of slow living.

using layers of fabric paint on organic calico to make

Anything you’d like us to know? A guilty secret or spe-

my unique lampshades.

cial plans, announcement?

What would be your Desert Island must have?

Twelve years or so ago I started to write a novel, alt-

Freshly washed and ironed bed linen daily and to
have the bed made by someone else. Not a very ecological choice but utterly wonderful. There is nothing I like more than a bath, clean pyjamas then getting into bed freshly made up with cool linen, a cup
of tea and a book.

hough I have finished it … in my head. I know
what’s going to happen, has happened and how it

ends, I haven’t written it all. It is one of my plans
for the end quarter of the year, the one big thing I
plan to get serious about and finish, if only because I
have already planned (& written in my head) the
sequel. Anyone know an agent...?
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Comraich Chickens Part I
The red wattle of the elder statesman, jowl-like and pendulous,
wobbles and shudders as he stiffly stalks past.
Fluffy undergarments on show, tiny pink combs
perched just so, the young girls trip ahead.
Matrons, bosomy and usually bustling, sit and doze
Dazed by the afternoon’s heat.
Yellow pollen panniered bees buzz busily
In and out of blooms
Birds chirp, an ant scurries across a stick
A weathered white whelk shell spirals out
From between the rocks on which I sit.

©KAH MacDonald
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Did you see?
Extinction: The Facts
As this issue is going out later than I’d planned I’m going
to add this to the list. It made uncomfortable watching.
It was also compelling. Sir David Attenborough’s calm
measured tones seem to make it worse somehow.

Contributions from all over the world, you will be a very
hard hearted person not to feel the heart strings tugged—
hard—at the sight of the two remaining Northern White
Rhinos, a mother and her daughter. Beautifully filmed.
Harrowing to watch. Everyone on the planet is at fault,
everyone on the planet can help.
Available on BBC iPlayer www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
m000mn4n

Hugh & Antia continue to rage war on plastic.
Eye opening, depressing, but still highlighting, still
fighting...
If you missed it, the first series is available to watch
on iPlayer:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0005xh7/
episodes/player

Strike—Lethal White from the books by JKRowling
writing as Robert Galbraith. The books are very good
and the television drama series do not disappoint. Bit
of a will they won’t they moment too … I do hope that
there is another book/series to come.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b093ypxy/
strike?seriesId=m000m7wq
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Support an independent business
What inspired you to set up Needlesmiths?

Sourcing, using and selling as many local ingredi-

I have always wanted to run my own business. My

ents as we could. We called it MACK & MAGS, the

parents were self-employed so it was a familiar con-

Mercantile Art Centre Kintyre and Mid Argyll

cept to me. I had ‘side hustle’ businesses when I

Green Shop.

was employed. In my early 20’s for example I

When Mr B started to dialyse, I didn't work at all,

made mirrors using old & broken roof slates decorat-

except as a Carer, then I started creating home-

ed with driftwood pebbles and shells, which I sold at

wares from recycled fabrics whilst he was on his di-

craft fairs ad called ‘Leac na Mara’ which means

alysis machine. I called that business ‘Calico Kate

‘stone of the sea’, and for a while I accidentally had

Originals’ and sold at craft fairs. Then one day a

a catering business called ‘Katering’.

chance conversation in the Community Centre with

I have been officially self-employed since I was

someone about the

made redundant in 2002.

My first solo business

weekend workshop

called ‘as an Talamh’ (taluv) gaelic for ‘from the

they had just run.

earth’. Far too complicated a business name in ret-

I offered to help

rospect.– no one could say it. I sold environmentally

should

friendly, natural, building and decorating materials.

something similar.

I was too far ahead of the curve, it was really hard

I had meant as a

to sell eco building products in the early 2000’s.

volunteer, howev-

They were seen as elitist, specialist, and were so

er, a week or so

much more expensive than mainstream petrochemi-

later they asked

cal products.

me

Mr B and I run an art centre/coffee shop/eco shop/

teach people how to use a sewing machine, and how

deli/art gallery and live music until he became ill.

to recycle/upcycle clothing as that was part of the

We were ahead of the curve there too. Being the

remit for the Adult Education Department of the

first

in

the

if

they

I

do

would

Council at the time.

I taught several classes of

area to rou-

adults how to sew, to use a sewing machine, how to

tinely produce

turn jeans into aprons and draught excluders, how

vegan/gluten

to make cushions from shirts and bags from tweed

free baking &

jackets, and creative textile skills. I wrote a couple

soups, provid-

of sewing pattern & instruction booklets to go with

ing

alterna-

these courses. (I’ve been using those patterns for

tives to dairy

the Quick Makes in the magazine). Then the De-

milk for coffee

(Continued on page 25)

as

standard.
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I knitted, the felting, weaving & rug making tech-

niques I did used a needle, I sewed both by hand and
machine, and for ten years I stuck three in Mr B six
days a week. The word ‘smith’ means ‘a crafts person, or someone who works with something’ for example, a goldsmith is a crafts person who works with
gold and wordsmith is someone who is skilled with
words. It originated with Blacksmith – someone who
forged metal. So as someone who created everything

with a needle, it seemed to fit, and it felt right.
How has Needlesmiths evolved and what’s inspired any
changes?
Needlesmiths has been, and is still constantly evolvpartment had its funding cut and they couldn’t run

ing, reacting to what students ask for, how well my

the workshops any longer which had been free for the

family is, or isn’t, and also to any ideas I might have.

students. I realised there was still an audience for

Due in part to having such a creative mind there are

learning how to sew and began to run courses inde-

all sorts of things I want to try, to make, have a go

pendently. So that is a rather long-winded tale of

at, Idea for new projects. From handmade home-

how ‘Needlesmiths’ came about.

wares, through to printed then embellished items,

As well as teaching workshops I continued to make

silverclay work, to lampshades and now large pieces

and sell homewares and began to create pictures too.

of artwork. I have a real hankering to do more big

I joined Artmap Argyll, the local Open Studios event

multi layered pictures. The first large piece I did

and had work in a few exhibitions. I accidentally

sold in a matter of days, and is now in Northampton-

became a lampshade maker after watching a pro-

shire. I was thrilled to have such a positive response

gramme on BBC4 ‘Make’ featuring the embroidery

and it makes me itch to do some more when time al-

textile artist Marna Lunt. Seeing her appliqued and

lows.

embroidered lampshades inspired me to make my

I love helping people and as well as being artistic and

work ‘round’ rather than just flat.

I made

creative, I also enjoy technology which is why I had

lampshades for friends & family that Christmas and

begun to set up the creative mentoring strand to

then received a couple of commissions and I haven’t

Needlesmiths. This is on hold for now and I will be

looked back.

concentrating on writing, developing the magazine,

Why did you call it Needlesmiths?

alongside commissioned work and my artwork.

After realising that I enjoyed teaching and I wanted

What are the highs and the lows of working as an inde-

to continue to run workshops as part of my business

pendent business?

and not just for the Adult Education department, I

I know I thought up this question, but I didn’t real-

decided that ‘Calico Kate Originals’ had grown up. It

ise how hard it was to answer! Simply, having your

was no longer the right business name. At that time

own business is both a high and a low. Highs, when

it seemed that everything I did, I did with a needle.

you get sales and good feedback, lows when there’s
25

no

levels several times. It took me a long time, but I

got there, sort of, albeit rather accidentally, about
twenty years ago when I qualified as an SQA Trainer.
For painting, not as long as you might think. Although I went to art college, I didn’t like painting or
drawing having been told that I wasn’t terribly good
at either. At first I painted fabric simply as a means
of making the fabric I wanted to sew on the colour I

wanted, the background to the applique or machine
embroidered image. Slowly I developed the confiwork and no income, or simply when a painting goes

dence to let the painting take the limelight with

horribly wrong, or you cut through the important

stitched details rather than the other way around. I

bit of fabric.

can only paint and draw on fabric, trying to do any-

I get a real buzz from teaching & helping people,

thing more than rough outline sketches on paper, is

seeing the ‘Ah ha’ moment, when something clicks.

very uncomfortable.

I love seeing the end results and how proud they are

For lampshades, somewhat accidentally, about 4

of what they have produced. I truly believe that

years ago.

everyone can be creative and seeing it happen is re-

What’s a typical working day in Needlesmiths?

ally special.

There isn’t really one. As a Carer I often have to

Another high is definitely having the opportunity to

react to the health and needs of those I care for.

do what I want to do, roughly when I want to. To

However, whatever the day might hold in store it

be in control(-ish) of what I do. Having separate

always starts with the dogs waking me up so that

spaces to create and sew, and to write, is definitely a

they can be let out for a morning pee. I then feed

privilege and one that I am extremely grateful for.

them, the cat, & Mr B + his meds, then put seed out

When did you discover the passion for what you do?

on the bird table so that when I get to having my

For textiles, that has been with me from the begin-

breakfast, after the dogs have had a quick walk, I

ning of my life, when I was a baby mum would put

can stand at the kitchen window and watch them.

me in a costume skip at the theatre to keep me out

Aside from all the little birds we have a semi-

of trouble, & I was allowed to play with offcuts and

resident flock of around 20 collared doves visiting

buttons and trims.

the garden.

For teaching, it was something I wanted to do when

make, reminding me daily of childhood holidays

I was at school ‘when I grew up’ (alongside joining

spent with my grandparents in Ludlow in Shrop-

the WRNS, being a theatrical make-up artist or a

shire. I also go up the hill to feed the two elderly

long-distance lorry driver...). I was very fond of my

Highland cows that live on my parent’s farm, during

needlework and home economics teacher who was

the autumn and winter.

rather appropriately called Mrs Cook. I wanted to

Then I update my journals, I use the Positive Plan-

do what she did but failed my maths exams at all

ner and an A4 notebook. The rest of the day rather

I love the coo-coo-ing sounds they
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Off The BOOKSHELF
Sustain - 50 easy tips for a cleaner greener, plastic-free home.
Christina Strutt of Cabbages and Roses
Cico Books
Sustain is a little, simple, easy to read book, full of advice and
information to help you take a more environmentally friendly
path within the home. Old-fashioned, traditional tips and recipes
are supplemented by newer ideas and innovations. Most of the
cleaning recipes consist of no more than lemons, bicarbonate of
soda, vinegar and plain water. Designed to inspire, it covers all
aspects of general life, home, travel, fashion and beauty, health
and gardening.

Live Green & Clean Green
Jen Chillingsworth
Quadrille, Hardie Grant
These two books are very prettily illustrated, and incredibly readable.
Written in a very personal style and from the authors viewpoint and
personal experience (rather like The Needlesmith, which gives me
reassurance). Full of suggestions for every day, achievable, changes
to your lifestyle. Not full on eco warrior, install solar panels/wind
turbines/off-the-grid-live-like-great-granny-did, changes, but rather
more manageable, small ideas, sound advice and practical tips for
making the routine tasks at home more gentle for you and the planet.

depends, it might be a writing day, or if I’ve got

might be taking someone to an appointment in Glas-

commissions, or simply the urge, it might be a paint-

gow or Oban.

ing or sewing day, or a bit of everything. Equally it

Walking the dogs punctuates my days and ensures
that whatever I’m doing I have to take a break
and get outside, regardless of the weather. The
end of the day routine is very similar to the beginning, taking the dogs out and journaling.
Downloading my brain before I go to sleep.
Then a last cup of tea and a chance to read a
book.
Do you have a favourite product?
Lampshades, especially large ones, and The
Needlesmith of course. It’s something I’m very
proud of creating and I’m excited to see how it
might develop.
Can you sum up Needlesmiths in three words?
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Count Your Buttons Day
As many will know, I love a button, or ten. I have shells straight through to the gorgeous Czech glass
tins and jars and boxes of buttons. I have new but- buttons with their ornate designs.
tons and old buttons, cloth buttons, wooden but- It wasn’t until sometime in the 13th Century in Gertons, and leather buttons. China buttons, glass but- many that buttonholes first made an appearance.
tons, plastic buttons, steel buttons and bone but- They were an almost immediate sensation, with
tons. Hand made, mass made, ‘boring’ shirt to exot- them being nearly ubiquitous by the 14th century.
ic coat. Buttons in all shapes and colours and sizes. From that point, buttons have been involved in eveI used to make them into earings, no I more often ry new clothing design that’s come up, and there has
stir a tin as though a Christmas pudding mix, look- yet to be an era of clothing that hasn’t been graced
ing for one particular shade or style. When looking by these beautiful notions.
for colours for the Rainbo project I had a lovely and During the industrial revolution, things changed
gentle few hours sorting buttons into colours.
Whilst looking for something else I found that there
is a day dedicated to ‘counting buttons’ - Wednesday 21st October - I’m not sure that I’ll go that far.
There’s also a hastag on instagram

again. Until the end of the 18th century, most people made buttons crudely at home, using cottage
industry techniques. But with the advent of powered
machinery, professional manufacturers, and factory

standards, prices fell considerably. Suddenly, buttons and buttonholes became cheap and ubiquitous,

h t t p s : / / w w w . i n s t a g r a m . c o m / e x p l o r e / t a g s / allowing anyone to enjoy them, from the monarch at
CountYourButtonsDay/

the top of society down to the poorest peasant at the

“They’re a common part of any modern-day gar- bottom.
ment, buttons. They’re found on our shirts, our jack- The most popular type of button in the late nineets, our pants, and pockets, button-fly jeans are a teenth century was made of black glass. The style
popular alternative to zipper pants. Buttons get in was reminiscent of the buttons Queen Victoria wore

everywhere, and come in every imaginable shape to honor the death of her beloved Prince Albert. Deand size, and counting your buttons can be both spite being an act of personal mourning, the fashion
practical and fun.

caught on. Eventually, virtually all of high society

Just think how much more difficult your life would had one garment or another with this unique adornbe if the button was never invented. What would ment.
you use to fasten your shirt closed? Count Your But- In the 20th century, the history of the button
tons Day is a great opportunity to make sure all changed again. Mass production meant that getting
your garments are in order and to ruminate on the hold of buttons was easier than ever before, and they
idea of a life without these useful tools.Buttons have began to find their way onto practically all clothes
been around nearly as long as we’ve had clothing, as a means of fastening them. They became so widebeing used for decoration and securing different piec- spread that they became a recognizable symbol of
es of clothing. Throughout the world, there is a rich working people.
history of buttons, from the earliest buttons as sea- Buttons, however, never came to be regarded as
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cheap and nasty. Despite being used extensively, they

retained their status as a signal of quality. Even today,
top designers rely heavily on buttons and will often use
them in favor of other fastening methods, such as zips.
Tailors use matte horn buttons to indicate higherquality suits for their clients.
How to Celebrate Count Your Buttons Day
The first and foremost method of celebrating Count
Your Buttons Day is to do just that! Count your but-

tons! This is basically a way of ensuring that all your
garments have all their fasteners and that everything
is in order.
Buttons have a fascinating history, and there’s also a
great hobby to be found in counting your buttons. buttons came to be, why people used them, and how
There are button enthusiasts all over the world who they form an essential part of fashion. You could even
have a frankly immense collection of buttons from eve- research how much time this simple invention saves
ry era and manufacturer. Bone Buttons, plastic but- people in the morning, compared to contemporary,

tons, bronze, and glass, even metal and wood, the medieval alternatives.
types of buttons you can collect are limitless!

Buttons might seem like a minor addition to the hu-

If you’re a true button enthusiast, you could even or- man experience, but they make a massive difference to
ganize a get together of those in your area to celebrate the average person’s everyday life. They make it easy
the wonders that are buttons. Button enthusiasts love to get suited and booted in the morning without messto get together and examine each other’s collections, as ing around with complicated fastenings. Plus, they
well as trading those they have duplicates of to get a help when the time comes to go to the bathroom!
rare or never before seen piece.

Finally, Count Your Buttons Day is also a chance for

Everyone loves to eat delicious food, so why not com- you to count your blessings. You can use it as an opbine your love of buttons with a sweet treat? You portunity to think about all of the good things in your
could, for instance, make a cookie in the shape of a life and be more positive. Don’t forget to share how
button, with four holes in the middle that would ac- you spend the day with your friends on social media
commodate the yarm on the real thing. Or you could and get the word out!”
bake a cake, dressed up to look as much like your favorite button as possible. The choice is yours!

Article found on https://www.daysoftheyear.com/

If you’re a bit of an intellectual, you could also celebrate the day by delving into the history of buttons
and writing an article to share with your friends. You
could point out that it was by no means an obvious
invention, and took people many generations to develop the concept. And you could tell the story of how
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Other interesting days coming up this quarter:
SEPTEMBER
Sewing Month In 1982 President
Reagan declared September to be
Sewing Month in recognition of the
importance of home sewing to the
American people and nations
around the world.
Sourdough September Every September since 2013 the Real Bread
Campaign has been celebrating all
things bread to encourage home
baking and less reliance on factory
produced loaves. https://
www.sustainweb.org/realbread/
events/?date=9-2016 Use
#SourdoughSeptember, and there is
a very easy Sourdough Cracker recipe on the back page here.
Secondhand September
Oxfams annual campaign promoting buying secondhand. Take the
30 day pledge (but don’t let anyone
stop you from continuing after that)
Oxfam Pledge

Clean week https://www.mcsuk.org/
beachwatch/greatbritishbeachclean
23rd Since 1998, The Tree Council
has been organising Seed Gathering
Season, the autumn campaign to
inspire everyone to gather seeds,
fruits and nuts and grow the trees of
the future. The festival starts each
year on the 23rd September, the
autumn equinox, considered to be
the first day of autumn.
25th Macmillan Cancer Support
hosts The World’s Biggest Coffee
Morning https://
coffee.macmillan.org.uk/about/
what/

OCT OBER

N OV E M B E R
1st National Novel Writing Month
2020 (NaNoWriMo) write a 50,000
word novel in a month https://
nanowrimo.org/
1st Movember 2020 – Men’s Health
Awareness Month https://
uk.movember.com/about/history
13th World Kindness Day https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
World_Kindness_Day
16-22nd Book Week Scotland Book
Week Scotland brings together people who share and enjoy reading
books https://
www.scottishbooktrust.com/bookweek-scotland

1st National Poetry Day the theme
18th Mickey Mouse’s 92nd Birththis year is ‘Vision’. https://
nationalpoetryday.co.uk/about-npd/ day!

10th World Mental Health Day Presented by the World Federation of
Mental Health. The goal is to help
Organic Month Organic September raise mental health awareness. Each
of us can make a contribution to
is a month-long campaign which
ensure that people dealing with
aims to raise awareness of Organic
products, and the brands, producers problems concerning mental health
and farmers who bring them to us in can live better lives with dignity.
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/
the UK.
campaigns/world-mental-health-day
6th National Read a Book Day, try
Starting on the 14th it is National
some of my recommendations in
past magazines or those on page 16. Baking Week Try a recipe from one
of the earlier editions of The Needlehttps://www.twinkl.co.uk/event/
smith via https://issuu.com/
national-read-a-book-day-2020
needlesmiths Reasons for joining in:
1. Baking stimulates the senses
7th it’s National Organ Donation
week—one close to our hearts as Mr 2. Nourishing activities feel good
B will celebrate 2yrs successful kid- 3. Cooking is Meditative
ney transplant on the 27th. https:// 4. Baking is creative
5. Baking makes other people happy.
www.organdonation.nhs.uk/
11th –27th The Great British Spring
Clean Postponed from earlier in the
year Cleaning up streets, parks and
beaches, #LitterHeroes https://
www.keepbritaintidy.org/getinvolved/support-our-campaigns/
great-british-spring-clean
18th-25th The Great British Beach

15th a particularly pertinent day
with the current health pandemic:
Global Handwashing day! https://
globalhandwashing.org/globalhandwashing-day/about-ghd/
21st Apple Day https://
www.commonground.org.uk/appleday/

There are of course lots of other special
days for different conditions, illnesses,
causes and interests.
The ones I’ve chosen here are simply those
that fit this magazine, and, I think, the
interests of the readers, along with a couple that are particularly relevant to me.
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Survey Results
Thank you for answering my survey. I had more
responses than I expected, and I had not anticipated all the positive comments and the constructive suggestions. It really was an anonymously completed survey, a couple of you signed
your names which was lovely, and I worked out
who one person was simply due a comment
about birds, but other than that I’ve no idea
who responded. Please know that it is greatly
appreciated and will go a way towards developing the magazine for the future. Although I had
a wobble whilst writing this issue and procrastinated many a dog walk and the house tidy in the
process, rereading the comments gave me the
courage to continue and that I produce a valued
piece of work each quarter and so I am delighted
to continue to do so.
I was astonished to discover where my magazine
was read, from literally just down the lane, across
Argyll and Scotland, down south to the Midlands,
Warwickshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire and
Somerset, and over the sea to The Netherlands
and even in Arizona, USA.
It was interesting to see that the digital v’s paper
debate was pretty much 50/50. Some wanting
both, others enjoying the portability of being able
to read it on their phone to be able to click the
links, whilst others prefer the ‘old school’ paper
version so that it can be kept (I was honoured to
read this) and dipped into time and again. So, it
will be available in both formats, and there is
more information about how to subscribe on page
31.
I was also pleased to read that you wouldn’t mind
if there were to be adverts or sponsorship included.
If/when this happens, they will be in keeping with
the ethos of the Journal and will be relevant to the
readership.

I would love to be able to reply to all the comments and the feedback but there isn’t room here
so I have chosen a few that I hope you will find
interesting…

I love your publication. It is written from the heart
and the content is spot on for our world today I think.
If I were to suggest anything it would be to have clearer pictures and less content per page ...
This was a common theme, that there is almost
too much on the page so I am working on making
more ‘white’ space and space between the articles.
A great publication. I love the diversity and the ethical nature of it. Every element is well written, well
thought out and I look forward to reading it. I like
that the sewing and recipe sections are suitable for
beginners and still interesting to the more experienced. The only negative its not a monthly!
Thank you! I certainly couldn’t produce the magazine monthly – I’ve been struggling to get it all
done quarterly, although in the future I aim to be
more organised especially as I will be concentrating on increasing the readership and content of the
Journal and will get it out on time. However,
there will be a little monthly Wittering’s Journal
popping into your inbox so hopefully that will tide
you over until the next issue comes out.
Focus on local craft people and visit their studios to
see what and how they work along with the end product.
This is something I am very keen to enlarge upon,
and I have plans for a future project that looks at
studios and sheds and where people work. A case
of watch the space!
Perhaps have more projects/suggestions to get me motivated to do something now that gardening is easing
off! Having links to reliable suppliers would also help
and save me getting 'lost', and losing interest in my
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quest.
Great idea & I will do my best to include links
and websites where I can.
You are doing very well and putting a lot of effort
into the compilation of the magazine. Perhaps you
could cut down on the length - at times there is just
too much to read in one go. The magazine gets put
aside to read later and later never comes!!

Sorry about that! I have so much I want to say
but maybe with the shorter monthly Witterings
Journal I’ll be able to give you the best of both
worlds.
I like it pretty much as is content wise. Maybe feature a few more craftspeople? Maybe drop the nature
section as that is well covered in other publications?
Thank you, interesting points, I’m certainly
looking at featuring more crafts people in future
editions. The nature section, whilst certainly
covered more comprehensively in other publications, came about because I would see something
and look it up or photograph it, be taken by the
interest or beauty of something and then I can’t
keep it to myself! This section is definitely shorter than usual this quarter, but I think it might
stay simply because I like sharing the information. Sometimes too it relates to other pieces
within the magazine.
A sponsor/ funding would be good for the mag. To
reach widest audience best to be free so probably have
to be digital. Don’t know if you have but looking
into the issue of women in poverty? How can the
mag be made more accessible to women who have
little access to either £ or Online at home? Could
there be a push to promote it at libraries and voluntary sector groups? Work with recycle voluntary
groups to help folk access materials and then provide
video online sessions? Bit like the Kirsty [Allsopp]
sessions early lockdown?

started writing the Needlesmith in March 2019 I
didn’t give much thought to the who, what,
where, or why. It was simply something I wanted to write and I took a leap into the unknown,
wrote the first edition in 3 days, then emailed it
out, had a few copies printed locally, had a fantastic response and have continued to produce it.
There hasn’t until now been much of a coherent
plan, it has simply developed & grown organically. However, as I am starting to take the magazine onwards, and I hope, upwards and outwards,
these factors will start to come into play. In the
past I have given printed copies to my local Multiple Sclerosis & long term illness centre and
Dochas Carers centre in Lochgilphead, whose
members read them and return them to the centres like a library. However, both buildings are
shut at the moment as are libraries but hopefully
this won’t be forever, and I would be very happy
to donate copies to organisations like this in the
future. It will be certainly something I’d like to
build on. I’m not sure yet about doing videos!
It’s an idea though, certainly if I did do a
‘televised’ version of the magazine, I would love
it to be something like the Kirstie Allsopp shows.
I get drawn in to your ethical and green ways of living and crafting, then come out inspired to do better
things!
I loved hearing this! This is so what I hope will
happen and to hear that it does is wonderful.
Thank you.

Thank you to everyone who left encouraging remarks and feedback and good wishes for the future. It’s been greatly appreciated and reading
them helped me to get though the bad patch. I
look forward to writing the next issue and to
writing the Witterings Journal each month.

Thank you for this feedback. Really useful and
thought provoking too. I hadn’t considered these
aspects but will certainly do so now. When I
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How to subscribe
to
The Needlesmith

I am going to be doing some serious technical work behind the scenes in the next few weeks. I’m moving website providers, changing newsletter hosts and I need to learn how to set up subscriptions and
access to the digital editions. All of this is both terrifying and exciting. My secret inner geek is rubbing
her hands in anticipation, whilst at the same time the thought of it all sends my heart racing in terror!
Subscriptions…
Printed copy subscriptions taken out by the end of the year, starting with the Winter edition, will receive the paper copy, access to the digital copy and a limited-edition calendar featuring images of my
artwork painted especially for it, & free UK postage. £30
Digital only subscription will cost £15
Individual printed copies will be available for £8.50 which includes UK postage
If you’d like to get a head and order a subscription before I’ve sorted the tech stuff out then simply
send me an email and I’ll put you on the early birds reserve list.
The paper copies & the calendar will be printed by waterless printing presses, powered by 100% renewable energy, using non-soya vegetable oil ink, on eco-friendly, ethically and environmentally certified
sourced materials by the nice people at Anglia Printing in Norwich who also have a zero waste to landfill policy.
They will be posted out first class in paper wrapping.
All subscribers will receive my free monthly ‘Wittering from the Needlesmith’ newsletter. A mini Journal with news, updates and activities. I’m so looking forward to planning all of this.
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Pages from my recipe files
Sourdough Crackers

Along with many during Lockdown, I began
a sourdough starter – Daphne - my one attempt at making bread was an out and out
failure and I haven't got round to trying
again. I use Daphne solely for making cheese
scones, however, there would come a day when
I wouldn't, or my waistline shouldn't, want to
eat another one and then what was I going to
make instead? Whilst bread is the obvious
answer, I’m still a bit shy about trying it
again. After a bit of checking with Mrs
Google and discovering that there is an awful
lot you can make with sourdough starters
including pancakes, waffles, cake, pizza,
flatbreads, I found the answer I was looking
for simple sourdough crackers. I've played
about a bit with this recipe, which I found on
an American website so have converted the
weighing measures to British. I’ve added
seeds and a grating of parmesan, a pinch of
herbs & some flaked sea salt, all have been
delicious, and the crackers do not last for
long. Very simple and very quick to make.
My biggest recommendation is that you use
a silicon baking sheet rather than parchment
or baking paper. We had to eat them complete
with baking paper the first time I made them!
The recipe says to use the ‘discard’ from your
starter, I don’t discard any of my starter, I
just feed it occasionally so that it isn’t too
active and then when the jar becomes a bit full
make a batch of scones or crackers to reduce
the quantity. But this is because I’m not
making bread regularly, so you can use the
starter straight from the jar it doesn’t have to
be the discard.

200 g discarded sourdough starter (stirred)
25g butter - melted
1/4 tspn salt
Seasoning suggestions:

As much as you like to taste….
Parmesan & poppy seed
Seasalt & black pepper
Flaked seasalt for sprinkling on top
Fresh/dried herbs; rosemary, thyme, Herbs d’Provance
Linseed, sunflower, pumpkin, sesame seeds
Chopped walnuts (although be careful that they don’t burn)

The discard – or some from the main starter - can be used either cold,
right out of the fridge, or at room temperature. (‘Daphne’ sits on the
worksurface all the time so is at room temp).
 Melt the butter and leave to cool slightly.
 Measure your starter into a bowl.
 Add the melted butter and mix very well.
 Add a pinch of salt.
 Add any seasoning – grated parmesan, seeds etc.
 Pour out on to the baking tray and spread out eavenly.
 Put it into a preheated oven at about 160°c/325°f.
After 10 mins, when the ‘dough’ has set you can score it into squares or
rectangles but this isn’t necessary it can be broken up into rustic pieces
once cooled.
Check your crackers after 40 minutes to make sure they do not overbake/burn.
They can be stored in an air-tight container for up to one week at room
temperature…. If you can keep yourself from eating them!

S o u rd o u g h S ept emb e r
Every September since 2013 has been known as Sourdough September.
Even though this month might just have a very short history so far, it
has certainly grown in popularity over just a few years.
It was the brainchild of the Real Bread Campaign, who are trying to
spread knowledge of all things bread so that households all over the
world are less likely to rely on factory made and processed loaves from
their local supermarket.
www.breadmatters.com
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Rock Cakes
This is another quick recipe to pull together, maybe whilst the oven is on for something else. I made a
batch whilst I was baking some crackers. It didn’t matter that I opened the oven door a couple of times
whilst the crackers were baking as there was no ‘rise’ to interrupt. Great for autumn picnics or in front
of the fire on a Sunday afternoon.
Rock cakes should be rock like only in their cragginess not in a solid dry over baked lump. Scatter
with caster sugar before serving.

Ingredients
225g self-raising flour
50g caster sugar
½tsp baking powder
125g butter/Stork block
200g dried fruit (I like them particularly
fruity so have increased the amount of fruit in
the original recipe)

1 free-range egg—omit if making vegan version
2 tbsp milk/or substitute (+4if omitting egg)
2 tsp vanilla extract – opt

Preheat the oven to 180°c/160°c fan and line a baking tray with baking parchment.
Mix the flour, sugar and baking powder in a bowl
and rub in the butter until the mixture looks like
breadcrumbs, then mix in the dried fruit.
In a clean bowl, beat the egg and milk together
with the vanilla extract.
Add the egg mixture to the dry ingredients and
stir with a spoon until the mixture just comes together as a thick, lumpy dough. Add a teaspoon
more milk if you need it to make the mixture stick
together.
Place golfball-sized spoons of the mixture onto the
prepared baking tray. Leave space between them as
they will flatten and spread out to double their size
during baking.
Bake for 15–20 minutes, until golden-brown. Allow to sit for a couple of minutes, then turn them
out onto a wire rack to cool.
If you want to make the vegan version, exchange
the butter to square block Stork, leave the egg out
and swap the milk for almond or oat milk.
They’ll keep for a couple of days in an airtight tin.
Delicious buttered when slightly stale.
For an autumn update add a pinch of mixed spice
or ground cloves. Whilst traditionally these are
made with currants & candied peel, I make them
without the peel but add raisins and sultanas, but
you could use other dried fruits to change them up
a bit, try apricots, blueberries or cranberries.
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This Edition is likely to be available digitally only. However, I still have paper copies of some
of the other editions. The paper copies are printed by waterless printing presses, powered by
100% renewable energy, using non-soya vegetable oil ink, on eco-friendly, ethically and environmentally certified sourced materials by the nice people at Anglia Printing in Norwich who
also have a zero waste to landfill policy. www.angliaprint.co.uk

You can follow me about, simply search for ‘Needlesmiths’ in all the usual places or
click the icons on the right… If you have a question or want to drop me a line I’d love
to hear from you, email me at needlesmiths@mail.com

www.needlesmiths.co.uk
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